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FORTRESSES OVER FRANCE

Nearly 400 fighters of the British end Allied Air forces, operating under

Fighter Command, carried out a wide sweep from Dixmunde to Le Treport late this

afternoon during which Boston bombers of the U.S.A.A.C. and a large formation

of Flying Fortresses were escorted to bomb various targets#

The U.S.A. Bostons were escorted by three U.S.A. fighter squadrons and

the County of Kent Squadron, the escort "being led by a Canadian.’

A large formation of Fortresses whose target was an aircraft factory at

Meault
e,

near albert, were escorted by British, Canadian, and Eagle squadrons.

'Chile these bombing redds './ere "being carried out, other squadrons of

fighter Command made diversionary sweeps 50 roles inland over enemy fighter

bases.

As cur aircraft returned, other fighters were crossing the Channel, escort-

ing Bomber Command Bostons to attack Boulogne docks#

One Spitfire pilot in close touch with the Fortresses which attackcd Meaultc

said, ”As S' cn as \tq crossed the French coast we engaged in a battle './Ith a

F.W.190S. This continued, cn and off, all the way to the target and most of the

way back to the French coast# It was one of the toughest spots we have been in

for some time#

” .They came diving down at us, using the familiar tactics of going away a.s

fast as they could after the attack* However, we kept turning in cA them as they

prepared for-their dive, and wo severely mauled some of then,”

Another Spitfire squadron, attacked by more F.W. 190S, had a. running fight

right up to the target. This squadron also damaged, several enemy fighters, but

the pilots were far too busy protecting the Fortresses to see what finally

happened. Spitfire pilots report that the bombing of the aircraft factory

appeared, to be extremely good#

Three of our fighters are missing#


